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Thesis Proposal : April 10, 1980
Master of Fine Arts Degree
School of Photographic Arts and Science
Rochester Institute of Technology
Submitted by : Gary Thomas Sutto
Title : Moonless Nights ( working title )
Thesis Board :
from the Rochester Institute of Technology :
Mr. Guenther Cartwright as chairman
Mr. Elliott Rubenstein
Ms. Kathleen Collins as special advisor
from the Visual Studies Workshop :
Mr- Charles Stainback
Purpose:
To photograph my neighborhood / my environment, and
through my photography, to explore the space, light and
color that I find myself enveloped in.
Scope and Background:
I have found, in the words of Thoreau, a description
of the photographic
'
journey I wish to undertake '.
11 Though the view from my door was still more
contracted, I did not feel crowded or confined in the
least. There was still pasture enough for my imagination.
Where I lived was as far off as many a region viewed nightly
by astronomers. We are wont to imagine rare and delectable
places in some remote and more celestial cornor of the system,
behind the constellation of Cassiopeia's chair, far from noise
and disturbance.
I discovered thst my house actually had its site in such
a withdrawn, but forever new and unprofaned, part of the
universe. If it were worth while to settle in these parts
near to the Pleiades or the Hyades, to Aldebaran or Altair,
then I was really there , or at an equal remotness from the
life which I had left behind, dwindled and twinkling with
as fine a ray to my nearest neighbor, and to be seen only in
moonless nights by him. Such was that of creation where I had
squatted. " 1
I wish to explore this rare and delectable place , my
neighborhood. Its space, light and color during the day
provide an atmosphere of beauty that is delicious to savor and
seeming endless in variety.
At dusk not only the quality of light changes , but the
space of the neighborhood is altered. There are pockets of
light ( street lamp or yard light ) that reveal and areas
of blackness that engulf one in darkness.
My street light photography has led to the discovery of
Edwin Dickinson. His monochromatic drawings are similar to
the houses that I photograph at night.
My investigations have also led me to study the paint
ings of Edward Hopper; his use of color and the awareness of
light have influenced me greatly.
The attention to light, detail, color and hue that Joel
Meyerowitz exhibits in Cape Light is a major visual
reference for me.
Procedure :
It is because of my interest in color that I plan to
use color material almost exclusively for the Thesis .
1 Thoreau, Walden chapter two; Where I lived, and What
I Lived For
I will be working primarily with a Mamiya 645 camera.
With its economical roll film format and medium size negative
( 6 x 4.5 cm ) I can better afford the expense of color and
maintain a beautiful print quality.
While out in the neighborhood I have had the opportunity
to meet the people who live in the houses that I photograph.
As they have become known to me I found that I have become
known to them as that "gentleman with a camera". This past
March 30th I arranged an exhibit of my color prints for the
neighborhood association. The reception I have had is
enthusiastic. It is for this reason I plan to have the opening
night of my show in my back yard. I would like to share my
work with as many people as possible and with those cjtose
by"
in the neighborhood who would not ordinarily get to RIT.
After the opening night the work will be exhibited at
the MFA gallery at RIT or another in town gallery or space.
The final presentation will consist of 35 to 40 color
photographs displayed during the month of September 1980.
The thesis report should be completed within 6 to 7
months after the photographic project is exhibited.
Report on Thesis Project
Since the proposal preceeded the text of this report I
should make note of the change in titles. The working title
of the project was " Moonless Nights " which was suggested by
the preparatory work I was doing in the neighborhood, and a
quote from Thoreau, ( see proposal ).
I had been spending a great deal of time in the neigh
borhood, photographing during the afternoons and well into
the night hours. Kathy Collins remarked that at times I
would begin to photograph when most people would put their
cameras up for the evening as there was not enough light to
photograph with. There was good reason for my late night walks
throughout the area. I had fallen in love with my neighborhood,
its streets and yards were delightful to walk through, both
quiet and colorful. The long walks at night filled the evenings
of the past two years I had spent living alone and this court
ship continued throughout the project*
I photographed the houses in daylight , sun lit and clean ,
each one a jewel of light and shadow. My photographs reflected
this joy of light. There were many photographs of this revealing
light , one after another I recorded the houses and porches of
the neighborhood during my walks.
The hours of photography got longer and I found myself
walking the streets well into the evening, photographing the
neighborhood by the light of the lamps that lined the streets.
I had found another type of sunlight. Those tungsten bulbs
lit the houses as the sun might for a brief period during the day.
There was a special feeling at night given by the stationary
light fixtures casting the rays of light across the side of a
house. This illumination was defined in its outline by the
blackness of the surrounding night . Each night the light ,
permanent and fixed, would reveal as much and the same as
it had the night before. During this period of photography
I began to work on the fringe of the evening hours, I found
the dusk hours very enjoyable , quiet and still in this natural
transition between brilliance of day and the gray of night.
I began to work with this quality of light and to seek
out the subtleness of color that this even, overall illumination
provided at dusk. My photography of the neighborhood had
progressed to another level. There had been the captivating
sunlight; stark brilliance and deep shadow, light defining
shape and texture. The lure of the evening hours held but it
was the quality of this even light that led me to celebrate
the color rather than shape and .line.From this point on the
attraction to photograph was color. The color brought me to
a particular yard. These were common places or sights that in
an afternoon or an early evening took on an uncommon air.
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A combination of events took place , whether it was the natural
color of a young tree soaked with rain or a pink electric
blanket drapped over a line , and my passing in the right
direction. If I had been walking the other way and not seen
the Hydranga blossom, there would not have been the immediate
reaction to the color, the scene that resulted in this photograph.
That was one of the intriguing elements of the photography, that
random element, that hand of chance or circumstance.
A group of painters working on a house left a drop cloth
spattered with paint, the exact shade of a nearby Hydranga,
drapped over a bush. Everything came together for a brief
moment. The drop cloth was left there for an hour or so and
the Hydranga had just passed its peak bloom, and now matched
the color of that cloth. The afternoon light, that even overall
illumination, allowed the colors to glow. This is one of my
favorite photographs.
What I set out to accomplish, as outlined in my proposal,
was to photograph my environment and to explore the space , light
and color in which I found myself enveloped. I had written of
a remote and rare , and even of a delectable place , far from
noise and disturbance, This was MY neighborhood, as I saw and
felt it to be through the use of my camera.
The words ; remote and rare , do not apply to each place or
photograph as I did not seek out unacessable areas , and each
image is straight forward both in printing style and presentation.
They explain the feeling of a place or location, the quality of
each event, the timing of each exposure and the resulting
photograph. They are of some delectable scenes.
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At times I have found it difficult to express in writing
what I've stated so well with my photography, that is one
reason I continue to photograph.
I've tried different approaches to complete this written
report which have included long cold walks through the neighbor
hood with a tape recorder, and making notations as I walked
past the areas that I've photographed long months ago. The
walks through the neighborhood with the tape recorder yielded
two hours of narration; incomplete sentences and the sounds of
wind and shuffling leaves as I walked the lonely streets.
Listening to the tapes, I felt as though I was a bus driver
giving a tour of the homes of the images , pointing out where
the childrens toys had been and that the pink flowering tree ,
now in its second blooming since I first photographed it, was
still standing as it had been months ago. At one point,
during the tape playback, I heard myself wonder aloud about
which way to walk. Often as I was out photographing, I
was not aware of choosing a particular direction, but to get
in the mood, I would walk for blocks, maybe in circles,
often moving past the same house or yard in the same afternoon,
checking to see if something had changed or the light had
gotten better since the last circut, then setting off to do
some seroius photography- That
" serious photography
"
sessions when I felt as though I'd want to include the work done
that day, came slowly. Often I'd walk for hours, the camera and
tripod rarely left my shoulder. I photographed in an area
measured loosely, not in so many square blocks, but rather
in afternoons spent walking along the quiet streets.
There are no vast open spaces or sweeping landscapes ,
these are all small areas , scenes or events of color that
happen within the context of a backyard. There was a working
distance of between 6 feet and perhaps as far as 30 or kO feet
that contained the principle players ; the colors , objects that
caught my eye; toys, lawnmowers, cars, electric blankets; the
residue of human activity and the natural elements of the yards;
grass, trees, hedges or whatever. 2
I did not climb or jump fences to take a photograph nor
did I alter or arrange objects that I found. I did move a
chair once and it seemed to spoil the event for me. I remember
having to explain my actions to an older woman, she allowed me
to move the chair, but remained with me until I had returned it
to where it had been. I felt that in a moment of boredom and
weakness I had broken some rule of the game and had been caught.
I did not set down any formal rules as such but all the same I
felt odd. I did not use the photograph.
2 from a conversation with Guenther
Materials Employed
15
The camera I chose to use was the Mamiya 645. I sought
the view camera image quality, important to me, and the
affordability / portability of a small camera. The 645 was
right for the job, each roll of 120 film yeilded 15 high
quality images at a reasonable price which enabled me to
expose a good deal of film for the project.
All the photographs were taken with a tripod, essential
considering exposures ran from l/l5th of a second to well
beyond 8 seconds.
I have tried different types of film while working on
the thesis; Vericolor S and L, Kodacolor and Fugicolor were
all exposed. I found that the Kodacolor rendered the subtle
color I was after best and most simply, there was no need to
refridgerate the film and its cost was the least expensive of
the films used.
I kept the final image size to 5 and 3/4 inches by 7
and l/4 inches and thereby maintained a fine print quality
by minimizing enlargement. The prints, when held to this size,
were free of surface noise and disturbance, ie. grain and
other distractions; loss of sharpness and detail, and have the
quality. of an unobstructive view which is essential to the work.
One can easily enter the frame and sense the richness of the
color and texture that I wanted to portray.
The overall matt size, 11 inches by 14 inches of each
finished piece encouraged the viewer to come in close for
the examination of each image.
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Execution ofExhibition
I had arranged a show in March of 1980 for the neighbor
hood at a local church. Shown that evening were 30 prints I
had been working on and some that I thought might be included
in my thesis project. The reaction to my work was encouraging
and at that time the decision was made to have mt thesis show
locally, rather than at RIT with the hopes of a greater neigh
borhood attendence . In order to increase that attendence , I
placed notices in the Rochester Sunday paper, the City East
( a local or neighborhood paper ) and had radio coverage on
WXXI, the public broadcasting station in Rochester, all
advertising the opening celebration of my exhibit set for
that Saturday afternoon and evening the first week in
October 1980.
There were numerous photo posters placed around the RIT
photo center and a photo placard was built to advertise the
opening to the immediate neighborhood which was placed in the
front yard of my house and, finally, photo post cards were
sent out as well.
I had also scheduled a show in mid October at the Pryamid
gallery and later on, in November, the final showing of my
work was held at RIT.
The planning of the back yard opening and show came about
during the long summer afternoons spent on my back porch. I
would come home after shooting, tired and thirsty, and I would
pull a beer from the refridgerator and sit down to watch the rest
of the afternoon go by. I would sit there for hours and watch the
light change.
My back yard has one of the largest Oak trees I've ever
seen anywhere, the arms of that tree stretch out and over 5
back yards, it is amazing to look at. Everyone that came to
visit remarked upon the size of that tree , the beautiful back
yard that it shaded and the peacefulness of that largely en
closed space.
It was during this time , somewhere in conversation with Mike
and Sybille , that plans were formulated and ideas for the showing
were kicked around. There were hilarious suggestions and variations
on the exact way that I could exhibit the work, but that I
should have the opening and show in the back yard was never
doubted .
The neighborhood was the source of my photography, and
as Guenther said, it was to the point of the work to exhibit
the prints in my back yard. It was also hoped that this back
yard opening would encourage local attendence from those persons
who might not make it out to RIT.
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There were 21 prints, under glass, mounted on 2 inch by
2 inch studs. They were arranged in an arc that swung out and
away from my porch and into my back yard. In addition to the
free standing prints in the arc there were 6 prints mounted
under glass on the wall of the back porch.
back porch
print under glass
! *
j lighting stand
\
suspended lighting fixture
The opening I had planned was to run from 3 in the after
noon to between 9 and 12 that evening. The conception of this
back yard event called for an inexpensive design for lighting
since the opening would run into the later hours of the night.
I had thought about having each print individually wired
and lit. The expense of that proposition put an end to that idea.
I thought of having a common string of overhead lights,
21
shining over the entire area. This idea was disgarded as having
the atmosphere of a used car lot or a circus.
The final thought was to have each print lit individually
from one or two fixed lighting structures in the yard. I
decided to flood light a small portion of the yard. Each lamp
would cover approximatly 2 and l/2 prints in the line and not
light up the entire yard, thereby avoiding a possible distraction.
Exact placement of the lights and the relative low wattage of the
lamps gave the effect that I wanted. The prints were well
illuminated and seemed to float in the darkness of the back yard.
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Under advisement of Guenther, the chairman of my board and
Kathy, my special advisor, I am adding a final comment on my work
which deals with the response I've had to my photography and where
I've taken my Thesis, Local Color.
I am generally interested in the response I receive from
people who are not associated with the photographic community. The
neighborhood prople, those who live in the areas I photograph,
gave a response that was more than encouraging, it was a touching
experience, I do not mean emotionally but literally. There was a
hands on the print exploration and a feeling of the paper; an
excitement at seeing photographs so real, so colorful that they
almost pushed the flats over in their efforts to feel the images
I had arranged on the flexible room partitions. They did not view
the prints as precision or expensive documents but as something to
pick up and pass from one to another as one would do with photo
graphs back from the drug store. I am certain that the activity
that evening influenced me and was one reason, among others, that
led to the backyard opening concept.
The backyard opening was, in one respect, disappointing. I
had advertised extensively and the turn out from the photographic
community was excellent. However, I noticed that there were very
few of the neighborhood people in attendance, probably a half
dozen or so during the eight hour opening. I was glad that I had
planned an additional showing at the Pryamid Gallery. I had hoped
that a second exhibition close by in the area encourage greater
attendance from the local residents. The gallery director has said
that there were a good number of visitors throughout that week.
Another disappointment was the slack attendance at my Thesis
sharing. I brought a tape recorder to record the comments and although
there were few students, some interesting questions were asked. One
was; What would I do with the images? Recently, as I was listening
to that tape, I heard myself answer that it would be good to show my
work in another place, away from the neighborhood, perhaps in another
country.
My photographs are of common things ( belongings ) or scenes
found here ( Rochester ). They are of places that are familiar to
us all but as I present them; through framing, choosing the light
and printing the color a specific way, they become quiet,
beautifully singular events which are out of the ordinary even
though we know them and are surrounded by them. I thought it would
be interesting to take them to another area, another landscape, then
to present them to people who are not surrounded by these scenes
each day.
After leaving Rochester in May of 1981, I accepted a teaching
position at the Maine Photographic Workshops and had the opportunity
to exhibit my collection every week throughout the summer. Each week
there came a consistency of comment. My color, its richness in
particular, was
"the" topic. They wanted to know how I got that kind
of color. I explained that it was nothing bought or applied any
differently than what was available to anyone else. I went on with;
that it was a matter of recognizing colors that I wanted to work
with. How they were laid out in a scene. It involved seeing the colors
as they were, with one against another, one surrounded by another
and how the light dealt different shades to each color, and of course,
choosing the right numbers in the darkroom.
Brought up often at the Workshop was my sense of humor which runs
throughout the work, this was hardly ever mentioned at RIT. The
finding of a pink electric blanket just the exact shade of pink as
the Hydrangea blossom flowering in the foreground. The small green
shovel in the center of a patch of trampled brown earth or the red
truck in the center of a wood pile beneath a flowering tree, it is
very subtle, that humor, but there positvely.
I was also asked, during the Thesis sharing, what more would
I do with the images? I really did not have an idea at that time.
This past October I decided to present my photographs in
another, more public setting, beyond the neighborhood boundary.
While in Maine I continued to photograph the surroundings that made
up my new neighborhood. I also spent quite a bit of time riding
through the area on my way to and from the post office. It was on
one of those afternoons that I thought how well my photographs
would translate from a print to a postage stamp. Postage stamps
that would convey the beauty I find in the neighborhood setting.
That day I drafted a letter to the Post Master General suggesting
the issuance of postage stamps based upon my photography. Not every
image in my Thesis would lend itself to the transition I thought,
but a good number of Thesis photographs and an original print made
up the twenty one designs I sent to Washington. Within a few
weeks I heard from the Assistant Post Master General informing me
that my proposal and designs had been placed on the Citizens Stamp
Advisory Committes agenda for consideration. Since that time my
interest in the postal system has increased with each new stamp
issued.
As I look back upon the number of exhibitions I've had since
finishing the visual aspect of my Thesis I can not help but remember
that showing at the neighborhood church. All that touching and poking
at my images nearly had me crazy. If there is an image or two used
by the post office, not only will people be touching, poking and
tearing at photographs, they will be licking them as well.
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